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A blast design consists of three
components: blast holes, decks, and
delays.  The JKSimBlast design
modules have a variety of tools to
create hole layouts, insert decks of
explosives and stemming, insert
downhole delays and connect holes
and points (nodes) with surface
delays.

Each blast hole is defined by 3D
coordinates, direction, diameter,
length and subdrill and can either be
created in the programs or imported
from simple text files.

Lines and polygons can be added to
describe blast areas and features,
control lines, and ore and stope
boundaries.  Several tools can use
these lines to control the placement
of blast holes.
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JKSimBlast stores all blast details at
every stage of the blast design
process, enables standardisation for
local conditions, and provides tools
for benchmarking and optimisation.

Blasts can be stored as different versions,
and easily compared in what-if scenarios.

Blasts and stocks are stored in Access
databases or tabular text files, with XML
and SQL Server planned for the future.

all programs
 Holes
° single holes / nodes
 Decks
° 1–all–mark-unmark
° deck length / mass
° collar length
° hole percentage
° cartridge count
 Downhole Delays
° 1–all–mark-unmark
° from collar
° from toe
 Surface Delays
° pair of holes
° line of holes
° all holes to a point

2DBench
 Holes
° row-by-row pattern
° polygon fill
° follow line
° baseline
° surface / plane
 Downhole Delays
° floor level
° in deck
° percent hole length
° electronic

- relief contours (3)
- hole interval

2DRing
 Holes
° equal angle
° toe spacing
° trim to line
 Decks
° at cursor
° collar spacing
° energy factor

2DFace
 Holes
° cut templates
° back, sides, floor
° line, circle

Blast Design

All blast parameters and
properties of all items can
be modified before use,
stored as standards for
later use, and edited after
items have been created.
This allows a blast to be
rapidly modified for
unexpected conditions or
changes in objectives.

JKSimBlast has three programs for blast design and analysis.
 2DBench bench blasting, surface or underground
 2DRing underground stope ring blasting
 2DFace tunnel and shaft blasting

All data – holes, decks, delays and lines – can be copied to a spreadsheet
with just a two clicks, modified, and copied back to the design programs.
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Detonation simulation is the final step
of the design process, to check that all
delays have been correctly selected
and placed to achieve the desired
outcome.

A detonation simulation is the
calculation of the detonation times of
surface and downhole delays and
explosive decks.  The calculation
starts at the initiation point, and
progresses through each surface
connection to the downhole delays in
each hole and on to the next surface
connection.
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The calculation of detonation times is based on three values: the burn time
and length of the connectors (e.g. nonel at 2000 m/s), the delay time of
each detonator, and the velocity of detonation for each explosive deck.

As each surface connection is initiated, it changes colour to grey.  Its burn
time is calculated, and then the surface delay is detonated, which then
initiates the next surface connection and any attached downhole delays,
changing them to a grey circle in the hole.  This identifies the initiation front.

and statistics calculated for analysis.

Detonation times can be displayed as
numbers or as contours.  The times are
also used in analyses for vibration,
burden relief and energy distribution.

2DBench
2DRing
2DFace
 display in sequence
(event mode) or in time
steps (time frame mode)
 pause and step
 variable scatter multiplier
 display times for both
downhole & surface
delays, hole sequence
 display detonation times
as contours
step through MIC chart to
review detonation

JKBMS
3DView
 replay detonation

Detonation Simulation

For multiple, separated decks in a blast hole, each successive detonation is
displayed as a coloured circle, thus showing each detonation front.  For
contiguous explosive decks in a hole, each deck is detonated by the
preceding deck, based on the VOD and length of the deck.

Variable delay scatter can be included by adjusting the multiplication
factors. Blasts can be fired repeatedly

When the downhole delay
detonates, the deck explodes.
As the blast progresses, the
explosions identify the
detonation front, and also
provide confirmation that
downhole delays have been
correctly placed in an explosive
deck.


